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@Richard_Autism

Reflecting how my journey on PDA, has gone from
"rebranded autism" in 2017, next a pseudo syndrome
resulting from interaction of autism & various comorbids.
To it is a common Disorder. 

Anyone want to take bets, I will view it as a rare autism
subtype (joke)?

I should point, I can see why people think PDA is rebranded autism/ a pseudo

syndrome resulting from interaction of autism and various comorbids.

I can see why people think PDA is a rare autism subtype. I think that outlook is not

cogent, nor particularly scientific nor ethical. I can go into detail why I hold that view.

Although, I suspect some would argue it is cognitive dissonance with PDA. I cannot

accept the demand that PDA is autism. I am being dogmatic & narrow minded calling
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for scientific-method-based approach to PDA, maintaining integrity of autism.

I need to reflect upon this more.

Tangent, but I am making this a generic thread on more reflections on PDA.

Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @abaukdiscussion @elizamishcon and 3 others

Yes, but many of those who practice PBS still use aversives, 
which is why many view PBS and ABA to be the same thing.
8:49 AM · May 12, 2021
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I would also add, even if they are not directly using aversives, 
PBS at its heart still uses aversive experiences with autistic 
persons. PBS often conditions autistic coping mechanisms, 
like self-stimulation away, so that autistic persons act 
"normal".
8:50 AM · May 12, 2021
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Or to condition many autistic persons to hold eye contact, 
while they find making eye contact an aversive experience.
8:52 AM · May 12, 2021
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PBS often places aversive demands on autistic persons, while 
preventing them from using their natural coping 
mechanisms/ or developing alternative coping mechanisms - 
which is recipe for trauma, and other problematic 
phenomena like learned helplessness.
8:53 AM · May 12, 2021
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This is one of the reasons why I think it is unethical to argue 
PDA is a form of autism; to arbitrarily protect a minority of
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autistic persons from PBS/ ABA.
8:55 AM · May 12, 2021
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While exposing other autistic persons to PBS/ ABA. When 
same aversive processes are meant to be occurring in both 
groups of autistic persons when experiencing PBA/ ABA.
8:56 AM · May 12, 2021
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Bare in mind the same aversive experiences to reinforcement 
based approaches, like PBS/ ABA meant to be occurring in 
non-autistic persons with PDA too. Yet, this is missed/ 
ignored in PDA debate.
8:57 AM · May 12, 2021
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I am also pretty certain, I can explain the weird academic decisions in PDA literature,

by assuming that their is an agenda to view PDA as an ASD; probably out of genuine

(mistaken) belief PDA is autism.

I am talking about weird things like repeatedly missing/ ignoring non-autistic

persons in PDA samples. Likewise, Newson's views on the topic, how she excluded

those with autism features from her cohort & NOT basing PDA on the Triad of

Impairment etc etc.

It based on the view that it is an axiom that PDA is an ASD, so it is taken as a truth

that PDA is autism. We know that there was a research agenda proposed that PDA is

an ASD in 2011. That they approached PDA as an ASD. 

repository.tavistockandportman.ac.uk/2165/
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This process is the same one that lead to Newson viewing PDA as having Coding

issues, which is when a person struggles to understand/ process certain aspects of

communication.

Newson created her own diagnostic grouping called "Pervasive Developmental

Coding Disorders" & used it between 1986 - 1996. She created the diagnostic

grouping, before she created PDA's behaviour profile in 1988.

We know that Newson was questioning what Coding issues PDA had in 1986, see the

diagram below. Newson needed PDA to have Coding issues to fit into her newly

created diagnostic grouping.

Newson was aware she was reifying PDA when she created her behaviour profile in

1988.

Newson's decision to assume PDA was a Pervasive Developmental Coding Disorder,

explains why her behaviour profile has one social communication issues trait of:

"Surface sociability, but lack of sense of identity, pride, or shame."

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/E1LSxp-XsAAaggq.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/E1LTk2OWYAAYkYa.png


We also know that specific trait is highly problematic. Much of its features are either

RRBIs in nature, i.e. not social communication issues. Or, do not reliably measure its

proposed deficits in social identity/ pride/ shame.

We also know that PDA is not meant to have Theory of Mind deficits and this is

supported by Bishop (2018). There are many good reasons to be skeptical of viewing

PDA as having Coding issues.

So, what do I think is happening with weird academic decisions in PDA literature,

around viewing PDA as an ASD. Is the same processes, is that such decisions are

derived from the need that to have PDA as an ASD.

One cannot assume and treat PDA as an ASD, if one acknowledges their are non-

autistic persons with PDA in various research samples. Likewise, PDA is not based on

triad of impairment. Or, not caused by autism. Etc etc.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/E1LUi3BXMAAO5xt.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/E1LUw7FXMAMzgAw.jpg
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I unsure of how much of this academic "silliness" is deliberate or not. We know

generally, PDA is an ASD supporters do not engage with critique & do not reference

divergent literature. Similarly, generally aggressively lobbying for PDA to be viewed

as an ASD.

The decision to view PDA as an ASD, does seem to be deliberate though. That there

are substantial conflicts of interests present in how it is being portrayed and pursued.

One big difference between me and "PDA is an ASD" supporters, generally, is that I

am open I have a conflict of interest in advocating for PDA to be viewed as a common

Disorder & it should be practiced as such.

I am still reflecting on the initial tweets in this thread. How much of my views are

driven by cognitive dissonance or not? Am I being narrow minded/ dogmatic? Am I

being unreasonable or not?

I am being dogmatic calling for good quality ethics and practiced around PDA, i.e.

scientific-method and inclusive based approach to PDA. I only see that insistence as a

positive thing. Quality of ethics & research are often mutually interacting.

I, like all autism stakeholders, should be striving to raise the poor quality standards,

of much autism research, policy and practice (which PDA is unfortunately being

associated with autism).

Generally, I think I am being incredibly open minded on PDA. Also highly creative in

my approach and rationale about it. I am open to exploring logic, to see where it leads

to.

I am still reflecting on. if my rationale on me being open minded etc is strong and

robust. I am also wondering if I am just pointless doubting myself. Sometimes it is

beneficial to question oneself and ones own biases and assumptions.

To me, this is all part of being a responsible researcher, to critically engage with

things and to reflect on things. 

I am autistic, a highly intelligent person, who is obsessed with PDA. I naturally reflect

about it by default, like making a cup of tea etc.

To underline the point in this tweet, if one is critically reflecting on PDA, noticing

MANY/ ALL the reasons PDA is NOT autism; logical thing to do is assume PDA is

NOT autism. Which is what happened to me about 18 months ago.  

Richard Woods
@Richard_Autism

Replying to @Richard_Autism

One cannot assume and treat PDA as an ASD, if one 
acknowledges their are non-autistic persons with PDA in 
various research samples. Likewise, PDA is not based on triad 
of impairment. Or, not caused by autism. Etc etc.
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1 Copy link to Tweet

The point is, that it becomes absurd to view PDA is an ASD, when there are like two

dozen/ plus reasons PDA is not an ASD. There are substantial more reasons to NOT

view PDA as an ASD, when compared to 18 months ago.

From my understanding there is a strong case PDA is not autism; which is essentially

why I hold that position.

I have put more reasons in the slides why it is problematic viewing PDA as having

Coding issues. Now across three slides. 

Tangent, I thinking of using widescreen slides in the future, so may well be on less

slides in the future.

I have been reflecting on the problems with proposed coding issues in PDA. Blog post

by Donna Williams is important, as it explains rationale behind proposed deficits in

social identity/ pride/ shame. I have updated the slides again.
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Exposure Anxiety versus Pathological Demand Avoidance.
Someone wrote to me about the differences between Exposure Anxiety (EA, as
written about in the book, Exposure Anxiety; The Invisible Cage ) and Pathological
Demand Avoidance (PDA). Here are my ref…

https://blog.donnawilliams.net/2008/06/17/exposure-anxiety-versus-pathological-dema…

The being highly motivated and avoiding demands by choice, with it being viewed as

a psychological in nature explains why most PDA tools have items with behaviours

done with intent behind them.

I can see why some might say, I am being rigid on PDA, by not viewing it as an ASD. I

would point to the strong case, WHY PDA is not an ASD, and the examples about me

being open minded on it.

Example, my edited version of Soppitt, 2021, p299, diagram of how PDA relates to

other conditions.

https://blog.donnawilliams.net/2008/06/17/exposure-anxiety-versus-pathological-demand-avoidance/
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My version of the diagram, I added anxiety to it, to reflect certain research results. In

my view I would personally remove autism from it, but in order to reflect some

research results, autism should be included.

Example of how I conceptualise PDA vs DSM-5 autism, is here. First image is from

Rosen et al (2021). Second image is my one, mapping PDA features relative to Rosen

et al (2021) image.  

PDA features should hallow DSM-5 autism criteria. 
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The Diagnosis of Autism: From Kanner to DSM-III to DSM-5 and Beyond
In this paper we review the impact of DSM-III and its successors on the field of
autism—both in terms of clinical work and research. We summarize the

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10803-021-04904-1

I would also add, it is large journey that has came about from much reflection reading

on PDA, to go from rebranded autism: 

Pathological demand avoidance: my thoughts on looping effects and c…
(2017). Pathological demand avoidance: my thoughts on looping effects and
commodification of autism. Disability & Society: Vol. 32, No. 5, pp. 753-758.

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/09687599.2017.1308705

To PDA is a pseudosyndrome to resulting from interaction of autism and various co-

occurring conditions: 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10803-021-04904-1
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(PDF) Demand avoidance phenomena: circularity, integrity and validity…
PDF | This article explores key reasons for justifying the proto impairment of
Demand Avoidance Phenomena (DAP), by investigating the integrity and... | Find,
read and cite all the research you need …

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337146735_Demand_avoidance_phenomen…

Through to current position of PDA probably is a new type of common Disorder: 

https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/pda-new-type-

disorder#:~:text=Clinically%2C%20PDA%20superficially%20appears%20similar,lan

guage%20development%20and%20speech%20delay.

If you compare this to journey to some prominent PDA is an ASD supporters, it is

very striking the difference path to present positions.

Take Christie 2007, that PDA was needed to replace many persons who received a

PDD-NOS diagnosis (I am unsure if Christie understood Newson's PDD-NOS is not

the same as the DSM-4 one though).  

https://www.ingentaconnect.com/contentone/bild/gap/2007/00000008/0000000

1/art00002

Newson's PDD-NOS includes those not meeting clinical threshold for either: Autism/

Asperger's Syndrome/ PDA/ Specific Language Impairments (including dyslexia &

dysphasia). So includes many non-autistic persons.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337146735_Demand_avoidance_phenomena_circularity_integrity_and_validity_-a_commentary_on_the_2018_National_Autistic_Society_PDA_Conference
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DSM-4 PDD-NOS, is for those not meeting threshold for either Asperger's/ Autistic

Disorder. PDD-NOS in this view is an ASD subtype. 

Newson's PDD-NOS is not an autism subtype.  

https://adc.bmj.com/content/88/7/595

The starting position of Newson's work, is that PDA is relatively common & seen in

non-autistic persons. This is reflected in Christie's article, not all of Newson's cohort

would have received a diagnosis of a DSM-4 autism subtype.

Since then, there has been research that viewed PDA to be a rare autism subtype,

using an arbitrary threshold of 30% or less for PDA traits. 

Guess who who was a co-author to the paper (rhetorical)? 
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Identifying features of ‘pathological demand avoidance’ using the Diag…
The term ‘pathological demand avoidance’ (PDA) was coined by Elizabeth Newson
to describe children within the autism spectrum who exhibit obse

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00787-015-0740-2

An important to point consider here, is that this research went out of their way to

view PDA as an ASD subgroup. This contradicts Newson's approach to PDA. 

https://adc.bmj.com/content/archdischild/88/7/595.full.pdf?with-ds=yes
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"Clearly, “hanging together as an entity” is not enough if that entity is not

significantly different from both autism and Asperger’s syndrome, either separately

or apart" (Newson et al, 2003, p599).

Point is Newson, is trying to make PDA an Autism subtype/ profile/ subgroup

(anything part of the autism spectrum). She is trying to justify PDA is clinically

needed because it is different & therefore not autism.

Must also be said, it seems Newson appreciated her PDD-NOS does not conform to

accepted DSM-4 PDD-NOS and accepted "autism spectrum", as she viewed "autistic

spectrum" to only consist of Asperger's & Kanner's autism.

Where am I going with this, simple answer, more recent even narrower PDA

definitions, adopted by a PDA is an ASD diagnosing clinic. 

I set out here, these definitions are incredibly narrow, compared to other PDA

diagnostic thresholds. 

PDA BEHAVIOUR INTENSITY AND PREVALANCE AT DIFFERENT THR…
PDA BEHAVIOUR INTENSITY AND PREVALANCE AT DIFFERENT
THRESHOLDS. NOTES ON WRITING THIS BLOG POST. This blog post has
been written over a course of the last few of months. It particular in the last s…

https://rationaldemandavoidance.com/2021/04/25/pda-behaviour-intensity-and-prevala…
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So, what we have had from prominent PDA is an ASD supporters, is a progressive

narrowing of PDA, from Newson's to what I refer to as "Extreme Extreme Demand

Avoidance".

Bare in my mind my previously posted blog post has been described as: 

“having done an absolutely first class job of summarising all the past literature and

perspectives on PDA. No one else has done anywhere near as good, or as thorough, a

job as you have.”

Reasons why I call this narrowly defined PDA as "Extreme Extreme Demand

Avoidance", can be found here: 

Thread by @Richard_Autism on Thread Reader App
Thread by @Richard_Autism: In other news, I have realised I should probably add
"Problematic Demand Avoidance" to list of names for PDA. That I should call one
clinic's PDA "Extreme Extreme Demand Av…

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1391308248406429697.html

Where am I going with this. It seems inherently problematic to view me as being

dogmatic/ closed minded on PDA, when I have progressively evolved my view in

open minded manners, while others have adopted narrower/ rigid interpretations on

PDA.
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• • •

I will end this thread here. 

@threadreaderapp please could you do your thing (unroll these tweets)? 

Thank you in advance.

I need to point out that Newson was NOT trying to make PDA autism, if anything she

seems to make a concerted effort to make PDA NOT autism. We know she viewed

PDA to NOT be autism over at least a 20 year time period.

@threadreaderapp Please could you unroll?
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